Qualmark Introduces New Reliability Test System, the OVTT 24
(Denver, Colorado – February 26, 2013) Qualmark
Corporation, the world’s largest provider of HALT/HASS
accelerated reliability testing products and services, today
announced the release of their new OVTTTM 24 system. This
new OVTT (OmniAxialTM Vibration Table Top) offers a larger
version of the original OVTT, now renamed the OVTT 18,
which introduced the first stand-alone, compact, repetitive
shock vibration system on the market.
The OVTT 24 may be compact, but it still delivers the essential
six degree of freedom, repetitive shock broadband vibration for
detecting failure modes missed by single-axis systems. The
table area is 77% larger than the original OVTT
accommodating more or larger product. Four cable ports are located in the base which allows
the lid to be raised and lowered to facilitate easy access to devices under test. The system’s
24” x 24” patented xLF2 table is powered by 5 lubricant-free actuators providing up to 60 gRMS
acceleration.
The larger table size makes it ideal for in-line process testing of products, quick evaluation of
field returns, and repair verification. The OVTT 24 can be configured for placement inside a
thermal chamber for combined tests with thermal ranges of -50°C to +150°C.
“Qualmark continues to pioneer new accelerated reliability testing technologies to provide
effective tools for increasing the reliability of modern electronics. Design complexity and new
manufacturing platforms challenge traditional approaches for detecting product failure modes,”
points out Qualmark CEO and President, Andy Drenick, “and Qualmark’s mission is to provide
innovative solutions, such as our QFusion® system introduced last year, that help the world
make better products.”
Qualmark Corporation, (www.qualmark.com) Qualmark Corporation is the world's largest
provider of HALT and HASS systems and services that advance product reliability and reduce
total product costs for leading manufacturers and their global supply chains. Qualmark has
installed more than 1,000 of its proprietary testing systems in over 30 countries, and has an
Authorized Lab Partnership network that includes more than 30 independently owned and
operated testing labs that utilize Qualmark products.
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